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 ABSTRACT 

In this progress report, it addresses several researches on the hybrid solar air 

conditioner with its critical component and mechanism. Some calculation has been made to 

determine the betterment of the proposed system of the solar air conditioner. Nowadays, the 

necessity of having air conditioner at our home was highly demand at home and in public 

areas due to the large demand for comfort in the thermal environment of living space in 

modern society. Since the demand of the air conditioner had increase from year to year and 

the air conditioner had consumed big amount of electricity to operate, a new system of air 

conditioner has been discovered and developed which is by adding solar energy. 

 Air-conditioner consumes almost 50% of the primary energy supplied to a building. 

The cooler the temperature, the bigger the energy or electricity needed to run the air-

conditioner. 60 % of the power consumed by the air conditioner is used by the compressor 

whereas the other 40% is used to operate other components in air conditioning. Therefore, by 

decreasing the consumption of electricity by the compressor may decrease the power 

consumption of an air-conditioner. 

 This report discusses a new system of air-conditioning to decrease the power 

consumption that uses the heat energy from the solar collector to support and enhance the 

heating of refrigerant, thus decrease the work load of the compressor. It focuses on the new 

system of the air conditioner which is a solar collector, added after the compressor in the air 

conditioner cycle. The collector used for the experimentations is discussed and evacuated 

tube solar collector is selected and the refrigerant used is R407. The project showing that the 

propose design can reduce the power consumption by the air conditioner by about 30% lower 

than conventional air conditioner. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of Study 

1.1.1 Conventional & Integrated system of Solar Air Conditioner 

Every air conditioner has a compressor inside it. The refrigerant gas inside is 

compressed and pumped. When the refrigerant compressed, it produces heat. Then the 

compressed refrigerant is pumped to the condenser coil which blow by a fan and the 

heat is dissipated out to the atmosphere. In the process, the refrigerant converts to 

liquid form and pumped towards expansion valve. A temperature sensor is connecting 

to the expansion valve which works together with thermostat settings. Expansion 

valve control the appropriate amount of refrigerant to evaporator (cooling coils) 

where the liquid refrigerant change back into gas form. The liquid change back into 

gaseous state due to expansion produces chillness when energy is absorbed from the 

surrounding.  

 

Figure 1.1: Main component of an air conditioner. 

Source: http://www.machine-history.com/Solar%20Powered%20Air%20Conditioning. 
Retrieved 25 Feb 2015. 

 

http://www.machine-history.com/Solar%20Powered%20Air%20Conditioning.%20Retrieved
http://www.machine-history.com/Solar%20Powered%20Air%20Conditioning.%20Retrieved
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Air which passes through fins (attached to coils) will be cooled and blown into 

the room. The refrigerant in cooling coils then enters back into the compressor and 

compression process repeat again. The cycle will be continuing until the shutting 

down of the compressor. This is the system of a regular air conditioning system. 

For the integrated system of the solar air conditioner, it is actually use the 

basic equipment as the conventional air conditioning system with a solar collector is 

placed between the compressor and the condensing coils. There are many type of 

application mechanism of solar energy in the air conditioner system which some of 

them explained in the literature review. The function of the solar collector is to 

support or enhance the workload by the compressor by pressurize and heat the 

refrigerant. The higher the temperature it gets the better. The use of the solar collector 

is because of its ability to heat the organic substance to over 350    using the power 

from the sun to superheat the refrigerant which cannot be done by the electricity. The 

advantage of having this is because it can increases the ability of the gas to change 

back into liquid quicker. If in conventional AC, the refrigerant convert into liquid at 

the third condensing coil, in Solar AC it start at the first condensing coil. Therefore, 

when the refrigerant reach the expansions devise, it is already almost liquid thus 

increase its ability to absorb heat, making it delivering cooler drier air to the building. 

                        

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: System of Solar air-conditioner. 
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1.1.2 Evacuated tube Solar Collector 

 Solar powered system needs solar collector which working by absorbing 

radiation from the sunlight and converting them into heat.   This can be imagining by 

a dark or black coloured object, placed under the sun. As time goes by, the object 

becomes hotter due to absorbed sunlight. The mechanism of the solar thermal 

collector is working in the same way but with the aid from materials that are specially 

designed to maximise the efficiency of that absorption.  

 

 

 

 Evacuated tube is one of the available solar collectors. In a study carried by 

N.N. Wadaskar [1] it is proven that evacuated tube solar collector works better than 

any other solar collector. This is because the collar collector use vacuum tube as its 

main component, which then the vacuum will act as the best prevention of heat loss 

through convection. 

        

 

Figure 1.3: Evacuated tube Solar Collector. 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Vertical cross-section of the evacuated tube. 
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From the figure above it has shown that there is vacuum between the gaps of 

the two glass tubes. It will minimise the heat loss from the inner tube. On the inner 

tube it was applied black coating to absorb the solar energy and supply to the water. 

The water which is facing the solar will heat and becomes lighter and start to move to 

the top of the tube. At the same time, the cold water which is heavy moves 

downwards of the tube. The phenomenon will be continuously and is called as natural 

Thermosyphon circulation, which experienced in every tube. 

Thermosyphon Systems: The system involve of water which flows when 

water becomes hotter, thus rise to the tube of the tank or tube as the cooler water will 

sinks. This system did not involve any pump or equipment to operate and are more 

reliable.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Horizontal cross-section of the evacuated tube. 

 

 

Figure 1.6: Critical Component of the evacuated tube. 
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The performance of the solar water heater is depending on type of collector 

use. There are four option provided with evacuated tube as the extracting heat unit.. 

They are heat pipe, U-tube, pipe in pipe and direct water flow. The mechanisms of 

transferring heat are different in each of the unit. The most common usage is by using 

heat pipe and U-tube. The performance of the solar water heater is depend on type of 

collector use. After being tested side by side, it was found that the convection heat 

pipe performance is the best (Ong.K.S, 2012). 

 

 

1.1.3 Refrigerant R407 

Previously, chlorodifluoromethane (R22 of HCFC22) has been used as 

refrigerant for industrial cooling, air conditioning, refrigeration and heating 

applications. The use of R22 was better since it has low ozone depletion compared to 

CFC11 and CFC12. Even though HFCs such as R22 give less effect on the ozone 

layer, they still contain ozone-destroying chlorine. Furthermore R22 is one of the 

green house effect gas, and the by product of the manufacturing of R22 is (HFC23) 

which contributes to the global warming of the earth. This is the reason why the usage 

of R22 is being phased out with another ozone-friendly refrigerant.  

Figure 1.7: Differences in Mechanism of Heat Pipe and U-tube. 
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Starting January 1, 2010, manufacturers was no longer allowed to manufacture 

equipment which contains R22 only for servicing equipment which is existing use 

R22 as its refrigerant. Targeted by January 1, 2020, R22 was no longer being use even 

to servicing existing equipment. In order to achieve this target, development and 

investigation of refrigerants had been made to find alternatives for R22 such as 

manufacturing R407C and R410A. 

One of the successful finding is R407C. R407C made up of non-ozone 

depleting blend of three HFC refrigerants which is R32, R125 and R134A. It has been 

produce to have properties which is closely possible as R22 in pressure and making 

the usage transition from R22 to R407C runs smoothly. On the other hand, the 

production of R410A is to provide in system size and efficiency by higher the system 

pressure and benefits in transport properties and thermodynamic. This is because it 

has higher refrigeration capacity and pressure than R22. 

 

Properties/Performance R407C R410A Remarks 

Ozone depletion 

potential, ODP 

(CFC11=1.0) 

0 0 ODP value for R22=0.055. 

The lower the value, the 

better the environmental 

performance 

Global warming 

potential, GWP 

(CO2=1.0 [ 100 year 

integrated time 

horizon] ) 

1600 1725 GWP value for R22 is 1600. 

The lower the value, the 

better the environmental 

performance. 

Maximum allowable 

concentration in the 

workplace (ppm) 

1000 1000  

Flammable No No  

Toxicity Very Low Very Low  

   Table 1.1: Properties and performance of R407C and R410A. Source: DuPont Fluorochemicals. 
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 There is one disadvantages of R407C is it may experience multiple significant leaks 

and recharges which then effect the refrigerant composition to changes then lead to have 

minor impact on the effectiveness and heat transfer performance. 

 As conclusion, refrigerant R407C is less hazardous than R22 and its have similar 

and even better performance than R22. It has the same designation (A1) in ASHRAE 

Standard 34 – Designation and Safety Classification of Refrigerants. 

   

1.2  Problem Statement 

In living environment, thermal comfort is very significant not only for health but also for 

occupants as far as productivity is concerned. In fact, comfort conditions importantly 

influence rest or working efficiency for it affects production and social costs. Therefore, 

comfort conditions are essential for the well-being, productivity and efficiency of 

inhabitants.  

Air-conditioning is one of a temperature control equipment to change air temperature 

from thermal discomfort to thermal comfort and maintains the comfortable level of a closed 

environment’s temperature.  

Normal air conditioner use high electricity by the system to be operated. This may 

impacts to the high cost of electricity. Therefore, a hybrid solar air conditioning is the 

solution for the problem since it uses renewable energy as the power source. This technology 

would help the compressor to save energy and eventually, the energy used to condition the air 

would be decreased. 
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1.3 Objective 

 
The objectives for this project are; 

i. Design a hybrid solar air conditioner cycle incorporating the existing 

A/C cycle. 

ii. To study the air conditioning cycle and the power consumption in a 

normal vapour compressing air conditioner.  

iii. To compare the conventional air conditioner and hybrid solar air 

conditioner energy consumption and its appropriate savings. 

1.4  Scope of  Study 

 

The scopes of study for this project are the effects of air conditioner in global 

environment and the renewable energy power generated, the cycle of the air 

conditioner system and its power consuming, the analysis of energy consumption of 

the solar air conditioner in an building and the evacuated tube collector as the solar 

heat absorber.  
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CHAPTER 2: 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Effectiveness of evacuated tube: 

 An investigation has been carried out by N.N. Wadaskar [1]which is to develop, 

design and determine high-efficient solar collectors and apply them for solar energy power 

generation, solar air conditioning and solar energy industrial hot water system. The 

experiment was then compared between evacuated solar collector and flat plate solar 

collector.  

 In general vacuum tube collectors are used in solar process heat systems. Another 

possibility is to use transparent insulated flat plate collectors. A critical point however, is that 

most of the common transparent insulating materials cannot withstand high temperatures 

because they consist of plastics. Thus, temperature resistive collector covers combining a 

high transitivity with a low U-value are required. One possibility is to use capillaries made of 

glass instead of plastics. At the same radiation intensity by comparing the heat gain of both 

the flat plate and vacuum tube solar collector having same capacity tank, mass flow rate and 

absorber area. It find out that vacuum tube collector is 16.12% more efficient than flat plate 

solar collector [1]. 

 Since a collector that is used for thermal heat application need to allowed stagnation 

temperature of more than 300  C, all of the components of the collectors such as insulations 

material, absorber coating need to withstand this high temperature, evacuated tube collectors 

was the only choice for this application. This is because the use of vacuum barrier help to 

prevent heat lost due to convection. 

 It is a different situation for the flat plate collector. In addition to thermal losses the 

air inside the collector, usually at atmospheric pressure, is transferring energy mainly by 

convection as well as conduction. Therefore collector itself has to be insulated against the 
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surrounding. Whereas the rare of the collector can be easily insulated with the variety of 

temperature and humidity resistance opaque materials available in the market, the front of the 

collector is more problematic since it is exposed to solar radiation. Transparent Insulation 

Materials (TIM) combining high transmittance for solar radiation with low heat conductance 

is required. Various experiments had been done to present and compare the performance for 

the evacuated tube and the flat plate collector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure showing the graph to Comparison of efficiency of both vacuum tube and flat 

plate solar collector by using temperature difference of inlet and outlet of these collector in 

the interval of an hour on date 27/04/2009 at the same radiation intensity. 

 As a conclusion, comparisons of theoretical results of the different collector show that 

for the use in high temperature application vacuum tubes are superior to the transparent 

insulated flat plate collector. 

Comparison of Output Temperature of VTC & FPC 

 

 

VTC output = 12,772 kJ per day 

FPC output = 10.712kJ per day 

% Increase in heat gain   = (VTC o/p –FPC o/p)/ VTC o/p 

= (12,772-10,712)/12,772 

= 0.1612 

= 16.12% 

VTC is 16.12% more efficient than FPC 

Figure 2.1: Thermal efficiency comparison between evacuated tube and flat plate [1]. 
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Pay Back Period of VTC is 2.48 years and Pay Back Period of FPC is 3.697 years. 

Another study also had been conducted by Hidetoshi Aoki from Japan on the 

performances of the evacuated tubes solar collector in various conditions. The aim of the 

study is to investigate whether the performance of the evacuated tube was at optimum 

temperature indoor and outdoor environment. 

A hybrid solar collector had been used to produce warm water and air simultaneously 

and the results had been recorded. When comparing the result by using artificial light solar 

light source and the open air light, the efficiency of the hybrid solar collector showed similar 

values. The maximum overall solar collection efficiency was 74%-79% [3]. This proving that 

evacuated tube is an efficient equipment to be use as solar collector. 

 

 

2.2 Performance of Heat Pipe Solar Water Heaters 

 

 Research has been done by Ong K. S. Et. Al. to differentiate the performance between 

the mechanism of heat transfer in solar collector which are Heat Pipe and U-tube. The 

research has been done at outdoor test and conducted on several solar collector under natural 

and forced convection. This experiment would guide us to compare the performances since 

the experiment has been carried out side-by-side simultaneously. It was found that the natural 

convection perform by the heat pipe is the best among them. (Ong. K.S., 2012) [2]. 

 

System U-Tube (A) Heat Pipe (B) Heat Pipe (C) 

Storage tank volume (m3) 0.10 0.27 0.20 

Collector surface area (m2) 1.28 3.13 3.13 

Total no of tubes/pipes 16 30 30 

Area/volume ratio (m2/m3) 12.8 11.6 15.7 

Max temperature achieved (⁰C) 72 100 82 

Overnight temperature drop (⁰C) 4.5-9.0 2.5-11.5 2.5-6.0 

Daily system efficiency at ∑H = 4.5 

kW/m2 (%) 
53 65 41 

Daily water temperature rise at ∑H = 

4.5 kW/m2 (⁰C) 
25 30 25 

Expected daily water temperature rise 

at ∑H = 4.5 kW/m2 adjusted for 

area/volume ratio = 11.6 

27.0 30.0 18.5 

 

 

Table 2.1: Details and tests results of solar water heater [2] 
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2.3 Energy-Efficient Hybrid Solar-Assisted Air Conditioning System: 

 

 An investigation has been carried in order to improve the performance of the solar air 

conditioner. A new system is proposed which is the application of the new discharge bypass 

line together with an inline solenoid valve. It was installed after the compressor which will 

act as the mass flow rate regulator of the refrigerant vapour passing through a hot water 

storage tank. Furthermore, a variable speed drive is attached to the condenser fan which then 

controls the air flow rate and synchronise the speed with the opening of the valve to gain 

optimum efficiency of the operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The system has been fully instrumented to examine its performance under different 

operation conditions, and as the results, it was showed that the system had gained energy 

savings up to 14% more than regular solar air conditioning system [4].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Energy-Efficient Hybrid Solar-Assisted Air Conditioning System. 
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2.4 Hot-Water Absorption Chiller Air Conditioner using Solar Energy: 

 

 Another investigation also has been carried out by Chaoyang Ji Et. Al, which also 

about the usage of solar energy for betterment of the air-conditioner performance. The 

purposed design was a bit different with the previous system of air-conditioner. 

 In the project, there were three sub systems which include in the air-conditioner cycle. 

The systems are: 

i. The Form of Solar Hot Water Supply System. 

This design of water storage had been design to ensure the quality of the water 

and sustaining the efficiency of the system. 

 

 

ii. Connection between the Heat Recovery Machine and Air Conditioning 

System. 

This sub system is made to make sure the system can run by independent 

circuit with air cooled condenser or water cooled condenser. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: System of solar hot water supply (heat recovery machine). 

Figure 2.4: Connection between the Heat Recovery Machine and Air Conditioning System. 
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iii. Connection between the Heat Storage Equipment and Air Conditioning 

System. 

The water will circulate between the tank and condenser. Through convection 

the water on the top will heated up by the heat absorbs from the condenser. 

After duration of time, we can get hot water from the tank.  

 

 

 

 

 

 From the design, it can prove that, energy can be saves up to 21.4% more than solar 

electric auxiliary water heater [5]. The system utilizes the heat produce by the process of the 

condenser to provide heat to the water supply. Therefore, a system of air conditioner which 

also utilizes the heat from the condenser also can be made to reduce the work load for the 

compressor and saves energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Connection between the Heat Storage Equipment and Air Conditioning System. 
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2.5 PV Solar Powered Air Conditioner: 

 Tanaka X Et.al, had produce a solar air conditioner which use photovoltaic (PV) as 

the power source. There are two systems, one is bi-directional system and the other one is 

uni-directional system. They had confirmed that from the system, it saves up to 50% of the 

power consumed by the air conditioner during summer [6]. The concept was a little bit 

difference in the power source. Previously, solar collector was used as the heat resources to 

heat the refrigerant and support the work load by the compressor. This concept had use the 

solar energy to convert them into electricity and supply the electricity to the compressor that 

need high electricity consumption for refrigeration process. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: PV solar system to provide electricity. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Project Activities 

 

  

Literature review. 

Study on the conventional air conditioner 

Study on integrated air conditioner 

Design of solar assisted hybrid solar air 
conditioner thermal cycle. 

Detail descriptions on the critical components 

Determination on the energy supplied by the solar 
energy. 

Calculation on the cost saving 

Figure 3.1: Final Year Project Activities 
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3.2 Solar Hybrid Air Conditioner 

A hybrid solar air conditioner was chosen as a reference which from company named 

ECOLINESOLAR, a company which produce many type of hybrid solar air conditioner 

which is located at Batu Caves (refer APPENDIX II). The working principle of the air –

conditioner is driven by electricity and with solar energy as an auxiliary power. It use R407C 

as its refrigerant and evacuated tube as the solar collector.  

                      

 

 

The performance, description and the details dimension of the solar hybrid air 

conditioner is use to be the reference value to investigate the components and the energy 

saving of the hybrid solar air conditioner. 

The solar air conditioner has two units which are the indoor unit and outdoor unit. The 

indoor unit include the evaporator and electronics unit and the outdoor unit includes the 

compressor, condenser, solar collector and expansion valve. The component used in Ecoline 

Solar Air Conditioner almost the same with the system in the project.  

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Purchased Ecoline Solar Air Conditioner 
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3.3 Equipment Specification: 

 3.3.1 Solar Air Conditioner and solar collector 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Specification of the purchased Solar Air Conditioner 
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3.3.2 Refrigerant R407C 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.1: Thermo physical properties of refrigerants R407C 
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3.4 Basic Equation 

 3.4.1 Net refrigeration capacity 

 The net refrigeration Capacity (TR) can be obtained from following equation: 

Net refrigeration Capacity (TR) =           

    
     (1) 

Where 3024 is of refrigeration is the amount of cooling obtained by one ton ice 

melting in one day. 

The following equations describe the thermal performance of a solar collector under 

steady state conditions: 

Efficiency =           

    
        (2) 

Where,    = mass flow rate, kg/hr;   = specific heat, kcal/kg ⁰C;    = temperature 

difference, ⁰C;    = solar radiation, kWh/m
2
;    = aperture area, m

2
. 

 

 3.4.2 Performances calculations 

The efficiency of energy by the air conditioner can be obtained from three of 

following ratio: 

Coefficient of performance (COP) = 
                       

        
   (3) 

    Energy efficiency ratio (EER) = 

   

 
                     

          
                        (4) 

         Power per Ton (kW/Ton) = 
        

                          
                       (5)             
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3.4.3. Analysis of the refrigeration cycle 

 

 

 The compressor power consumption is obtained from the formula  : 

                                                                 
           

   
                                           (6) 

 While the effective compressor power consumption is given by  : 

                                                      
    

  
 

           

      
                                                           (7) 

Where    is the specific enthalpy at state  ,     and    are respectively the isentropic 

and the mechanical efficiencies of the compressor, and    the mass flow rate of the 

refrigerant. The indexes   and    are respectively for reversible and isentropic 

transformations. 

The condenser capacity is obtained from :         

                                                                                                                   (8) 

The isentropic efficiency is given by : 

         
        

        
                                                               (9) 

The power transfer at the evaporator is given by : 

                                                                                                                   (10) 

Figure 3.5: Ideal T-S diagram refrigeration cycle 
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The process of expansion valve is assumed to be a throttling process, therefore: 

                                                                        (11) 

   and    represent respectively the specific enthalpies of inlet and outlet valve 

fluids. 

 The power balance of the cycle can be written as follows : 

                                                (12) 

The mass flows of liquid refrigerant and volumetric efficiency of the machine are 

respectively given by : 

                                                 
   

   
   and     

   

   
                 (13) 

                                                         
      

    
 and                                                     (14) 

Where     and     are respectively the volumetric rates aspired and generated by the 

compressor;    is the volumetric mass;   the number of piston;   the rotational speed; 

  the distance travelled by piston, and   the diameter of the piston. 

 

Coefficient of performance of the refrigeration cycle: 

                                               
    

     
 

       

         
                                           (15) 

 

Efficiency of the refrigeration cycle: 

                                                        
     

  
  

       

         
     

     

  
                          (16) 

Where   and    are respectively the evaporating and condensing temperatures of the 

refrigerant. 
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Coefficient of the performance of the calorific cycle: 

                                                  
     

     
 

        

         
                                           (17) 

Efficiency of the calorific cycle: 

                                              
     

  
  

       

         
     

     

  
                        (18) 

3.4.4 Saving Performance 

                    
     

     
                                        (19) 
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3.5 Project Timeline FYP I & FYP II 

FYP I  

NO  SUBJECT  
WEEK 

1
  

2
  

3
  

4
  

5
  

6
  

7
  

8
  

9
  

1
0

  

1
1

  

1
2

  

1
3

  

1
4

  

1  FYP Topic Selection                                            
2  Project Introduction     *                                       
3  Extended Proposal                                            

4  Finalise & Extended Proposal 

Submission  
                                          

5  Proposal Defence Preparation                                            

6 
Designing solar power 

generator into the air 

conditioner 
         

* 
    

7  Proposal Defence Preparation 

& Evaluation  
                                          

8  Monitor the analysis of the air 

conditioner performance.  
                                          

9  Finalise of Interim Draft 

Report  
                                          

10  Finalise of Interim Report                                            
 

FYP II  

NO  SUBJECT  
WEEK 

1
  

2
  

3
  

4
  

5
  

6
  

7
  

8
  

9
  

1
0

  

1
1

  

1
2

  

1
3

  

1
4

  
1
5

 

1  Survey on Air Conditioner 

in Market  
      

 
                                  

2  Detail description on the 

critical component  
                    *                     

3  Calculations on the 

performance and saving 
                       *                  

4  Submission of Progress 

Report  
                                           

5  Pre-Sedex                                             

6  Submission of Draft Final 

Report  
                                           

7  Finalise of Technical Paper                                             

8  Finalise of Dissertation                                             

9  Viva                                             

10  
Finalise & Submission of 

project dissertation (hard 

bound)  

                                          
 

 

Figure 3.6: Gantt Chart for FYP  I 

 

Figure 3.7: Gantt chart for FYP II 
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3.6 Project Key-Milestone     

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Selection and 
Introduction 
of Project 
Title 

Designing solar 
power generator 
into  the air 
conditioner  

Analyse the 
detail 
description on 
the critical 
component 

Calculates and 
Analyse the 
performance 
of solar air 
conditioner 

Week 2 

(FYP I) 

Week 10 

(FYP I) 

Week 8 

(FYP II) 

 

Week 9 

(FYP II) 

Figure 3.9: Key-Milestones for the project 
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CHAPTER 4: 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Result 

 From the literature, we can conclude that the most efficiency and suitable type of 

solar air conditioner to be is evacuated tube as the solar collector. This is because by using 

evacuated tube, it is more suitable for our project which is to further heat up the refrigerants 

which pass through the compressor. We can see that evacuated is less expensive and less 

complicated than the PV cell powered air conditioner. Besides that, the efficiency of 

evacuated tube is more efficient to be compared to the flat plate collector. Evacuated tube can 

withstand high temperature up to 300⁰C because all of the components of the collectors such 

as insulations material, absorber coating need to withstand this high temperature. At the same 

radiation intensity by comparing the heat gain of both the flat plate and vacuum tube solar 

collector having same capacity tank, mass flow rate and absorber area. It find out that 

vacuum tube collector is 16.12% more efficient than flat plate solar collector (Wadaskar, 

2009).  

 The option for the heat transfer mechanism from the evacuated tube to heatting the 

refrigerant choosed is heat pipe type. This is the best mechanism of the convection of heat 

because it involve two different type of liquid, which are refrigerant R407C and liquid in the 

solar collector pipe glass will not being mixing with the refrigerant. Besides that, the 

performance based on the experiment between the heat pipe and the u-tube showing, heat 

pipe is better. (Ong. K.S., 2012). 
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 Below is the outcome from the design of the hybrid solar air conditioner. It involves 

installation of the solar collector (evacuated tube) after the compressor in the system. 

 

 

In the Hybrid solar air conditioner system, the solar collector is installed after the 

compressor in the system, in order to reduce the work load by the compressor. Its function is 

to produce essential temperature required for the refrigerant before entering the condenser. 

Therefore, the compressor can be sized solely with the heat provided by the solar collector, 

which allow the system to reduce about 30% of energy consumption by the compressor. 

However, it should be noted that, the temperature of the refrigerant will be higher especially 

in partial load conditions because heat has been added by the solar collector. Thus, it will 

reduce the coefficient of performance (COP).  

To overcome this from happened; the temperature of refrigerant leaving the condenser 

should be lowered. The temperature of the optimum temperature for the refrigerant leaving 

the condenser is setup the same with the conventional air conditioner system to balance back 

the COP. There are two places that can control the optimum temperature which is before 

entering condenser and after leaving condenser. In principle, a proper control strategy for the 

refrigerant temperature entering the condenser can lead to more energy-efficient operations 

[Vakiloroaya et al., 2013]. 

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the designed system hybrid solar air conditioner 
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Comparison between the PV and the TS diagram of the conventional refrigeration 

cycle and the designed hybrid solar air conditioner refrigeration cycle. 

 

   

 

  

From the design it can be seen that the pattern of the increment in the pressure of 

refrigerant after it pass through the compressor. Compared to the conventional air 

conditioner, the pressure of the refrigerant increase by step since the heating process is firstly 

done by the compressor and next taken by the heat convection by the solar collector. This is 

where the reduction of the power consumption takes place. The solar collector support the 

heating of the refrigerant instead of the compressor use high electricity to achieve high 

temperature of the refrigerant. 

Figure 4.2: PV and TS diagram of Conventional AC Refrigeration Cycle 

 

Figure 4.3: PV and TS diagram of Designed Hybrid Solar AC Refrigeration Cycle 
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The location of UTP has been determining using software in the internet based on 

UTP longitude and latitude which are (4.385; 100.978). The location has been used to 

determine the amount of solar radiation emit at UTP. 1
st
 January 2015 has been choosing as 

reference date to determine the amount of radiation. 

Software use: 

Location of UTP (longitude; latitude): http://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/imageg.htm  

Solar Radiation: http://suncalc.net/#/51.508,-0.125,2/2015.04.17/11:55  

 

 

  

As determined by the software which have the databank on the solar radiation in the 

world, it show that the pattern and the amount of solar radiation at UTP on 1
st
 January 2015. 

From the solar radiation pattern, we can see that the radiation start to emit by 6.00 am. The 

peak of solar radiation is at 12.00 noon since UTP located at the Equator. Then, the solar 

radiations continue to decrease and absent at 6.00 pm. The viscosity of the solar radiation 

would determine the workload by the compressor of the hybrid solar air conditioner. 

FIGURE 4.5 showed expected result of the power consumption by the conventional 

air conditioner and the hybrid solar air conditioner. The reduced of the power consumption is 

based on the sunlight radiation exposure to the solar collector. The higher the sunlight 

exposure, the higher the temperature output at the solar collector thus more saving. 

 

Figure 4.4: Sun Radiation at UTP (Longitude: 4.385; Latitude: 100.978) on 1st January 2015 

 

http://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/imageg.htm
http://suncalc.net/#/51.508,-0.125,2/2015.04.17/11:55
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Below is calculation on the air conditioning performance and percentage of savings of 

the hybrid solar air conditioner. 

Calculation on Air Conditioning Performance: 

 

 

                 
     

      
     

           

         
                        (3)    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                                     
      

      
 

           

           
        

                                                           

                                             

Figure 4.6: TS diagram of Conventional AC Refrigeration Cycle 

 

Figure 4.5: Expected Saving chart of solar air conditioner VS conventional air conditioner 

 

411.3 kj/kg 
249.6 kj/kg 
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 Calculation on Solar Hybrid Compressor Energy Saving Performance: 

 

 

Parameter:  

            [1];               ;               

                 
     

      
          

           

           
                      (19) 

 

Saving on the power consumption 

Solar System  30% of the conventional usage 

Reduced Energy Cost 

Tariff of electricity in UTP 
21.8 sent/kWh (first 200kWh) 

33.4 cent/kWh (next 100kWh) 

Cooling capacity of the air conditioner 
5.1 kW 

18000 Btu/h 

Usage (hours)/day  9 hours 

Usage (days)/month 20 days 

Power Consumption on Electricity 

(Conventional AC) 

45.9 kW/day 

918 kW/month 

Price paid for Conventional AC bill 
RM 10/day 

RM 200/month 

Table 4.1: Saving and payback period for Hybrid Solar Air Conditioner 

 

Figure 4.7: TS diagram of Hybrid Solar AC Refrigeration Cycle 
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Power Consumption on Electricity 

(Hybrid Solar AC) 

37.64  kW/day 

752.76 kW/month 

Price paid for Hybrid Solar Air 

Conditioner bill 

RM 8.20/day 

RM 164.10/month 

Savings 
RM 1.80/day 

RM 35.9/month 

Investment 

System price (Conventional) RM 2000.00 

System price (Hybrid Solar) RM 6400.00 

Saving on the bill RM 430.8/year 

Payback Period 10.2 years 

Return on Investment 9.8 % 

Savings on Electricity Bills 

Savings over 1 year 5 years 

Electricity bill (conventional) RM 2400 Rm12 000 

Electricity bill (hybrid solar) RM 1970 RM 9846 

Electricity bill savings RM 430.8 RM 2154 

 

Based on the calculation on the saving percentage of the hybrid solar air conditioner, 

it showing that, the power consumption of the system had been reduced to about 30% from 

the power consumption by the conventional air conditioner. The cooling capacity of the air 

conditioner parameter has been use to calculate the saving of the cost on the electricity. There 

are some assumed conditions such as the usage of the air conditioner is 9 hours per day for 20 

days per month. The saving of the electricity by the solar collector is calculated and the save 

cost is determine to calculated the payback period of using the hybrid solar air conditioner. 

The payback period takes about 10 years to gain back the capital invested for the 

hybrid solar air conditioner. Even though the price of the hybrid solar air conditioner was 

quiet high about triple the price of conventional air conditioner, it has it saving in cost every 

month. Besides that, the saving in electricity bills for 1 year and for 5 years also calculated. It 

show the amount of the benefits which user will experienced if use the hybrid solar air 

conditioner. 
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4.2 Discussion 

 Based on the literature, we can describe that a solar air conditioner can save 

electricity, thus can save cost. In the same time, there are 3 options to support the operation of 

the air conditioner which is evacuated tube or flat plate as the solar collector, or photovoltaic 

cell as the power supply. 

 Photovoltaic cell is not being chosen in the project because the system was more 

complex and not aligns with our project which is to support the heat up of the refrigerants. 

Only two option left, which is evacuated tube and flat plate as the solar collector. 

 From the literature, it was proven that the efficiency of the evacuated tube was more 

than the efficiency of the flat plate. This is because, the evacuated tube used round cylindrical 

glass which making the surface area to grab the solar from the sun bigger. Besides that, the 

evacuated tube design can decrease the grabbed heat loss and can fully utilize the absorbed 

solar energy. 

 A next finding is, the best refrigerant to be used in the refrigeration system is R407C. 

The chemical properties of the R407C was almost the same with the R22 which was used 

widely before because of its best performance, but it have the advantages that, R407C does 

not contain any ozone depleting element even a little bit. This property is better especially to 

sustain the earth climate and environment friendly machine. Before, R22 was used widely 

because of its performance in transferring heat and it contains less ozone depleting element. 

Now, a better refrigerant has been created and that is the reason R407C is selected. R407C 

has no ozone depleting element at all. Therefore, R407C is a best R22 alternative for direct 

expansion systems operating at high temperatures. 

 Last but not least is the determination of the efficiency, performance and the saving 

by the new proposed system. Based on the calculation using the parameter from the Hybrid 

Solar Air Conditioner System, it has been proven that, the system may reduce the power 

consumption up to 30% of the power used by the conventional air conditioner. Besides that, 

some calculations also has been calculated to cheque the revenue if the system was use, and 

the result is, user can gain their capital in about 3 years time for the investment and after that 

continuously gain profit from the saving by utilizing the free renewable energy, the solar 

energy. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

5.1 Conclusion  

The objectives of the project have been successfully achieved regarding the study of 

hybrid solar energy. In a nutshell, the idea of adding the solar collector to reduce the 

electricity consumption of the air conditioner is realise by reducing the workload by the 

compressor. The solar collector installed had support to add heating source to the refrigerant 

which before has to be done by the compressor alone. Besides that, the application of solar 

energy in the air conditioner can help to reduce the high cost of running an air conditioner 

and utilize renewable energy for human use. 

New cycle for the air conditioner cycle had been created and the study for the power 

consumption has been done. It has proved that the power consumption for the hybrid solar air 

conditioner is smaller than the conventional air conditioner and the saving from the designed 

air conditioner will decrease the cost of electricity for an air conditioner. 

Critical component for the solar equipment also has been discussed. The aspects 

which are needed to be focus on are the solar collector, type of heat exchange and the 

refrigerant. The preferable type of solar collector is evacuated tube instead flat plate and 

photovoltaic cell. The heat transfer mechanism chose for the solar collector is heat pipe, 

rather than other mechanism such as pipe in pipe and U-flow. Selected refrigerant is R407C 

instead of R134a. Those combinations have produced a solar hybrid air conditioner which 

can reduce the energy consumption for about 30% and has payback period for about 3 years 

of usage. Therefore, the use of hybrid solar air conditioner will benefit much for human being 

and more greener to the environment.  
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5.2 Recommendation 

 

However, some recommendation has been noted to further develop the validation of 

the performance of hybrid solar air conditioner along the completing of the project. Firstly, 

ANSYS software should be utilise to estimate the output heat which will be emitted by the 

evacuated tube when expose to the solar radiation. This simulation can be done by using the 

software but need to be guided by the person in charge of the software. 

Besides that, the proposed overall system also can be simulated by using TRNSYS 

software. The software is better to determine the temperature and pressure of the refrigerant 

after pass through each of the component of the hybrid solar air conditioner. Again, the 

process needs to be guide by the person who specialise in the software because the process 

for the simulation is quite complicated. 

Last but not least, to determine the actual result for the propose system, an experiment 

can be done to have the real situation findings. Actually, the writer plan to do the experiment, 

but because of having some difficulties with the vendor of the air conditioner and time 

constraint, the plan need to be postpone and another alternative is done. Based on the result 

produced from the experiment, the data can be compared to the theoretical or simulation’s 

data. 
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Appendices: 

 

 Appendix I: Temperature & Pressure Chart for R407C refrigerants 
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Appendix II: Quotation on the Purchased Solar Air Conditioner. 

Appendix II: Quotation for purchasing Ecoline Solar Air Conditioner 
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